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 It was directed by Buddhimas Jayasinghe and produced by Bhayathana Productions for Buddhiya Creations. It stars Buddhimas
Jayasinghe as the protagonist, Gunathilaka Weerathunga as the antagonist, and Sriya Peiris as the protagonist's wife. It is the
first Sinhala film produced by Buddhimas Jayasinghe, a well-known filmmaker, after he established Buddhimas Creations in

2004. Plot The film is set in Anuradhapura in the period of King Dutugamunu's reign. There is a young prince called Siddhartha
who becomes interested in women, and a beautiful princess of Anuradhapura named Shalilas who loves Siddhartha. In the city

of Kosala, when Prince Siddhartha (Buddhimas Jayasinghe) comes to the court of King Nissankara (Ishara Sankara), he realizes
that the world is neither good nor evil, and real happiness and suffering are only found in the three worldly dharmas.

Siddhartha's mission is to find out the cause of suffering and ends with the enlightenment of Siddhartha Gautama (Buddhimas
Jayasinghe), the Buddha. Cast Buddhimas Jayasinghe as Prince Siddhartha Sriya Peiris as Shalilas Ishara Sankara as Nissanka

Nishantha Kumari as Nandapala Dilani Mallawarachchi as Queen Mayuri Buddhi Sooriyarachchige as Saumya Production
Buddhimas Jayasinghe announced his return to cinema after almost a decade in March 2010. Buddhimas Jayasinghe's
Buddhimas Creations is known for making art house films. The artist director said that Buddhimas Creations would be

producing a feature film for the first time. In October 2010 Buddhimas Jayasinghe gave the title to the film to Buddhima Film
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and Animation (BFA). He said the title of the film is "කිරමා ගෝර්මා වගේට ගංචනය", which is "කිර� 82157476af
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